
Security Modernization
Assessment
What is Security Modernization?
Securing your cloud environments requires the same practices and principles as your on-
premise environment. The difference is the tools you use to accomplish securing your 
cloud environment. 

ACTS’ Security Modernization helps you understand the cloud security tools, controls and 
principles that you need. Delivering an Azure security roadmap and remediation plan 
to start you on your path.

ACTS will partner with you to map out your modern security architecture to facilitate 
effective decision making on your cloud journey and discuss potential co-funding 
opportunities. Under certain circumstances some or all of this engagement may be 
subsidized, email ModernSecurity@actsolution.net to see if you qualify. 

Secure Your Cloud
Moving to the cloud can introduce new risks, consequently you need a high degree of 
confidence in the security of your cloud environment. Consider a Security Modernization 
Assessment.

• Transform your current and future state Cloud Security

• Control conditional access for mobile devices and users 

• Access Control, Monitoring, and Threat Defense for secure cloud usage 

• Define required roles and corresponding responsibilities to establish and  
maintain security  
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Next Steps
Are you ready to modernize security in your organization?
ModernSecurity@actsolution.net | www.ACTSolution.net/solution/modern-security

ACTS’ Approach to the Security Modernization Assessment

Identify your executive sponsor and stakeholder team responsible for cloud 
cybersecurity transformation. 

Evaluate and Assess your current security for cloud management (identity, 
IaaS, PaaS, modern workplace and applications), cloud resource configurations, 
preventative and detective controls and cloud security tools. 

Analyze your current security objectives, provide future state gap analysis and 
risk controls mapped for each service and workload.

Align your customized recommendations against industry requirements and 
standards.

Benefits of ACTS’ Security Modernization Assessment
• Fully documented plan for cloud security and adoption

• Increased risk and compliance visibility with modernized security strategy

• Knowledge transfer and security readiness documentation

• Design and strategy for cloud security controls, monitoring and threat defense

In Coming Years the Average Cost of a Data Breach 
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